
THE COFFEE SCOUTSC o f f e e  S C O U T S
The Long Miles Coffee Scouts are grassroots community changers who take coffee quality very seriously. They 
are a team of 26 young Burundians who live in the collines (hills) where our coffee is grown. Together with our 
team of agronomists they come up with innovative and home-grown solutions to make our coffee better, fight 
the potato defect and help improve farmers’ lives through producing quality coffee. They are our eyes and ears on 
the ground, playing an important role as liaisons between Long Miles and its neighboring farming communities. 
All our scouts were previously unemployed youth but now have basic agronomy and data recording skills, with 
the potential to study further and increase their agricultural knowledge.  

Lead by our passionate and creative agronomists, the scouts have been pivotal in increasing the quality of our 
coffee and improving farmer relations through innovative methods and programs. They got their name the day 
they left on their first mission, armed with spray bottles filled with organic pesticide to scout for antestia bugs in 
farmers’ coffee trees.   

The scouts are involved in many seasonal projects, but are committed to serving the coffee farming community 
all year round. Each scout has “farmer friends” who they have personally committed to helping understand and 
use better agricultural practices. The scouts with their farmer friends catch antestia bugs, make organic pesticide 
and practice mulching, pruning and fertilizing their farms. During the season, the scouts can be found guiding 
farmers through selective cherry picking or at the washing stations helping with farmer reception and cherry 
quality control.  

What started as a pilot project has grown into something bigger than we could have imagined. Their activities 
have organically gone beyond helping farmers. The scouts are involved in youth empowerment programs, 
motivating children in their communities to care about the future and recognize the value of coffee. They have 
also recently started working on a pilot project together with a women’s coffee association.   

The scouts have high hopes for our coffee and improving the lives of the farmers who grow it. They are 
continuously growing as leaders and mobilizers in their coffee communities, and beyond. Their innovations are 
the beginnings of a better future for coffee farmers being realized in Burundi. 


